The Dog Owner’s Handbook

By Annette Conn


Whether you want advice on the type of dog to choose in the first place, need a run-down on training methods or healthcare, or plan to spoil your pet with must-have toys, treats and accessories, you will find it all here. “The Dog Owner’s Handbook” is packed full of exercises, tips and practical advice, such as how to introduce a puppy to his new home, prevent attention-seeking behaviour, teach him to sit, lie down, stay and walk on a loose lead, give him the right amount and type of exercise, and tips on diet and general good health. Full of adorable photographs of cheeky canines, accessible information presented in bite-sized chunks, this is an essential reference book for any dog owner that will help deepen the bond between you and your best friend.

Reviews

Complete guide! Its such a great study. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr. Hermann Marvin PhD

Great eBook and beneficial one. It is packed with wisdom and knowledge You wont really feel monotony at at any time of your respective time (that’s what catalogs are for relating to if you check with me).
-- Maiya Kozy
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Recognizing the type of the dog is basically associated with its breed. A purebred animal belongs to a documented and acknowledged group of unmixed lineage. Before a breed of dog is recognized, it must be proven that mating two adult dogs of the same type would have passed on their exact characteristics, both appearance and behavior, to their offspring.

Careful advice guides the dog owner through a trip to the veterinary clinic: when it is important to go and what results can be expected. At-a-glance, extensive tables, reveal signs of ill-health, possible causes and action that must be taken, especially in the case of emergencies. This illustrated, practical handbook offers a comprehensive guide for dog owners. It explores the enduring relationship that has existed between dogs and humans, from the earliest days when dogs were reliable allies for hunters and herdsmen to modern selective breeding which has produced dogs to suit virtually any temperament, need and personal circumstance. A dog owner who thinks the dog is too dumb to learn is sometimes surprised to learn the dog is actually deaf! Another tactic: put the treat in your hand and let your dog sniff your closed fist so he'll know it's there. Pull your hand away and wait until your dog looks away from you. Dogs serve many different needs for people. Some people get a dog because they are lonely and need a loyal friend or because they want a dog to protect the home. A dog that is taken good care of and given attention to regularly will give his life to help protect his home and his owner. For the blind a dog can be a pair of eyes to help them get around and for the police a dog can be an important tool and a loyal partner, with a nose that nothing can beat. "Useful for any dog owner, indispensable for kennel owners?. Offers comprehensive, up-to-date, well-organized information on every phase of health care for dogs." —Publishers Weekly. She contributed extensively to the second and third editions of Dog Owner's Home Veterinary Handbook. The late James Giffin, MD, coauthored all previous editions of this guide. Read more.